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MULTI-LANGUAGE JOURNALS
Compiled by Peter Marquis, University of Rouen (peter.marquis@univ-rouen.fr)

http://www.lcdpu.fr/livre/?GCOI=27000100390730&fa=sommaire

- « Histoire comparée du processus de civilisation au travers des transformations d'un jeu populaire : la soule. Les cas de la France et de l'Angleterre » by Jean-François Loudcher
- « The 1896 Marathon Race – Challenge of the Distance » by Stravos Tsonias
- « Les sociétés sportives : un corps social entre tradition et modernité. L'exemple jurassien au début du 20e siècle » by Jean-Nicolas Renaud
- « Volare necesse est. The Young Italian Fascists and the Conquest of the Sky », Alessio Ponzio
- « Forbidden words. The Censorship of Sport in the Spanish Press after the Civil War (1942-43) » by Alex Viuda-Serrano
- « Images of Women's Physical Culture in Communist Poland: A Critique of Press
Reports » by Nameeta Mathur

- « Les représentations du basket-ball dans la « une » du n° 100 de Maxi Basket d'octobre 1991 : étude de communication d'un document-événement » by Brice Monier and Christian Vivier

Sport History Review, Vol. 41, Issue No. 2 (Nov. 2010)
http://journals.humankinetics.com/shr-current-issue

- “The King Has Two Bodies: Howie Morenz and the Fabrication of Memory,” by Julie Perrone, 95 – 110
- “Considering The Sportswoman, 1924 to 1936: A Content Analysis,” by Lynn E. Couturier, 111 – 131
- “La progressive montée en puissance des Etats-Unis illustrée par la genèse du basket-ball (1891–1914),” by Sabine Chavinier, 132 – 145

ENGLISH LANGUAGE JOURNALS
Compiled by Duncan Jamieson, Ashland University, (djamieso@ashland.edu)

Agricultural History, Vol. 85, Issue 1 (Winter 2011)
http://www.aghistorysociety.org/journal

- “Abner Doubleday, Marc Bloch, and the Cultural Significance of Baseball in Rural America,” by David Vaught, 1-20

Alabama Heritage, Issue 98 (Fall 2010)
http://alabamaheritage.com/Issues/issue98.htm

- “Capsule in a Cornerstone,” by John Hall, 18-24


- “Calgary vs. Edmonton,” by Hugh A. Dempsey, 25-27
http://www.theamericanscholar.org/autumn-2010/

- “Waiting for a Goal,” by Eric Calderwood, 6-11

Annals of Iowa, Vol. 69, Issue 4 (Fall 2010)

- “The Life and Legacy of Jack Trice,” by Dorothy Schwieder, 379-417


- “Finn McCool's Football Club: The Birth, Death, and Resurrection of a Pub Soccer Team in the City of the Dead,” by Hillary R. Hunt, 137-139

Australian Historical Studies, Vol. 41, Issue 3 (Sep. 2010)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g926818143


- “Wheelmen Ride Bicycles,” by Christopher Moore, 46-47

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=CCC&volumeId=43&issueId=04&id=7931387

- “Performing the Nation: Sports, Spectacles, and Aesthetics in Germany, 1926-1936,” by Nadine Rossol, 616-638
• Michael Oriard. *Bowled Over: Big-Time College Football from the Sixties to the BCS Era*. By David G. Surdam, 844-846

http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931923302

• “‘Play and shut up’: The Silencing of Palestinian Athletes in Israeli Media,” by Eran Shor and Yuval Yonay, 229-247


• “Fifty Years of Football in New Orleans,” by Eric Seiferth, 6

http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g929823188

• “The Friendly Games-The 'Official' IOC Film of the 1956 Melbourne Olympics as Historical Record,” by John Hughson, 529-54


• “The Heritage Fallacy: Race, Loyalty, and the First Grambling-Southern Football Game,” by Thomas Aiello, 488-512


• “Rome1960: Making Sporting History,” by Richard Bosworth, 18-24
Special Issue: Rule Britannia–Nationalism, Identity and the Modern Olympic Games

- “Prologue: An Indifferent Beginning,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 625 – 647
- “Lighting the Olympic Flame,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 648 – 668
- “A British Olympics,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 669 – 687
- “The Battle of Shepherd's Bush,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 688 – 710
- “A Tale of National Disaster,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 711 – 729
- “The Empire Savers,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 730 – 750
- “Olympic Games are an International Farce,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 751 – 772
- “Olympic Games Doomed,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 773 – 795
- “The Curse of the Shamateur,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 796 – 816
- “Epilogue: Britannia Overruled,” by Matthew P. Llewellyn, 817 – 829

Special Issue: Militarism, Sport, Masculinity: Martial Manliness and Armageddon 1914–1918

- “Prologue: Making Men, Destroying Bodies: Sport, Masculinity and the Great War Experience,” by Thierry Terret, 323 – 328

Part One: Doing Sport, Preparing War and Vice-Versa: Continental Perspectives
- “Sport in the Trenches: The New Deal for Masculinity in France,” by Arnaud Waquet, 331 – 350
- “American Sammys and French Poilus in the Great War: Sport, Masculinities and Vulnerability,” by Thierry Terret, 351 – 371
- “Boccioni's Coin,” by Sergio Giuntini; Angela Teja, 393 – 409

Part Two: Victorian and Edwardian 'Anglo-Saxon' Attitudes to War
- “Preface: They Also Served – Re-evaluating and Reconsidering the Neglected,” by Robert Hands, 429 – 434
- “Happy Warriors in Waiting? Wykehamists and the Great War – Stereotypes,
Complexities and Contradictions,” by J. A. Mangan, 458 – 491
- “Rescued from Obscurity: Forgotten of the Great War – Elementary Schoolteacher Sportsmen at the Front,” by J. A. Mangan; Colm Hickey, 531 – 567
- “Militarism, Drill and Elementary Education: Birmingham Nonconformist Responses to Conformist Responses to the Teutonic Threat Prior to the Great War,” by J. A. Mangan; Frank Galligan, 568 – 603
- “‘The Greater and Grimmer Game’: Sport as an Arbiter of Military Fitness in the British Empire – The Case of ‘One-Eyed’ Frank Mcgee,” by Nic Clarke, 604 – 622

http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931482922
Special Issue: Sport Past and Present in South Africa: (Trans)forming the Nation

- “Prologue: Sport past and present in South Africa: (Trans)forming the nation?” by Scarlett Cornelissen, 2 – 8
- “‘Certain political considerations’: South African competitive surfing during the international sports boycott,” by Glen Thompson, 32 – 46
- “‘A man’s game’: Cricket, war and masculinity, South Africa, 1899–1902,” by Dean Allen, 63 – 80
- “‘Neither cricketers nor ladies’: Towards a history of women and cricket in South Africa, 1860s–2000s,” by André Odendaal, 115 – 136
- “Tackling femininity: The heterosexual paradigm and women's soccer in South Africa,” by Mari Haugaa Engh, 137 – 152
- “Bread or circuses? The 2010 World Cup and South Africa's quest for marketing power,” by Janis van der Westhuizen; Kamilla Swart, 168 – 180
• “Surveillance and control in sport: a sociologist looks at the WADA whereabouts system,” by Ivan Waddington, 255 – 274
• “Democratization and governance in international sport: addressing issues with athlete involvement in organizational policy,” by Lucie Thibault; Lisa Kihl; Kathy Babiak, 275 – 302
• “The effect of management types on the performance of English public sports centres,” by Shia Ping Kung; Peter Taylor, 303 – 326
• “‘Grow and Sustain’: the role of community sports provision in promoting a participation legacy for the 2012 Olympic Games,” by Tony Charlton, 347 – 366
• “From ‘sport for good’ to ‘sport for sport’s sake’ – not a good move for sports development in England?” by Mike Collins, 367 – 379
• “Sport policy in Spain,” by Núria Puig; Joaquin Martinez; Borja García, 381 – 390

• “Barriers and facilitators when hosting sporting events: exploring the Canadian and Swiss sport event hosting policies,” by B. Leopkey; O. Mutter; M. M. Parent, 113 – 134
• “Transnational network formation through sports related regional development projects in the Arabian Peninsula,” by Mahfoud Amara; Eleni Theodoraki, 135 – 158
• “The ‘governance debate’ and the study of sport policy,” by Jonathan Grix, 159 – 171
• “The genesis and effect of French anti-doping policies in cycling,” by Christophe Brissonneau; Fabien Ohl, 173 – 187
• “Female top leaders – prisoners of gender? The gendering of leadership discourses in Norwegian sports organizations,” by Jorid Hovden, 189 – 203
• “Policy, sport and integration: the case of talented ethnic minority players in Danish football clubs,” by Sine Agergaard; Jan Kahr Sørensen, 205 – 221
• “The autonomy of sports: negotiating boundaries between sports governance and government policy in the Danish welfare state,” by Lone Friis Thing; Laila Ottesen, 223 – 235
• “Zambia: government's role in colonial and modern times,” by Davies Banda, 237

• “Stadium Architecture and Urban Development from the Perspective of Urban Economics,” by Gabriel Ahlfeldt and Wolfgang Maening, 629-646

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, Vol. 46, Issue 1 (March 2011)
http://irs.sagepub.com/content/46/1.toc

• “Kid Crosby or Golden Boy: Sidney Crosby, Canadian national identity, and the policing of hockey masculinity,” by Kristi A Allain, 3-22
• “From racial exclusions to new inclusions: Black and minority ethnic participation in football clubs in the East Midlands of England,” by Steven Bradbury, 23-44
• “Staging globalization for national projects: Global sport markets and elite athletic transnational labour in Qatar,” by Rook Campbell, 45-60
• “Foreign players in the English Premier Academy League: ‘Feet-drain’ or ‘feet-exchange’?” by Richard Elliott and Gavin Weedon, 61-75
• “Sexual harassment in sport toward females in three European countries,” by Kari Fasting, Stiliani Chroni, Stein Egil Hervik, and Nada Knorre, 76-89
• “Sport and the fight against HIV/AIDS in Zambia: A ‘partnership approach’?” by Iain Lindsey and Davies Banda, 90-107
• “Constructing masculinized sportscapes: Skiing, gender and nature in British Columbia, Canada,” by Mark CJ Stoddart, 108-124
• “Informalization or de-sportization of fighting contests? A rejoinder to Raúl Sánchez García and Dominic Malcolm,” by Maarten van Bottenburg and Johan Heilbron, 125-127

http://irs.sagepub.com/content/45/4.toc

• “An exploratory study of black male college athletes’ perceptions on race and athlete activism,” by Kwame Agyemang, John N Singer, and Joshua DeLorme, 419-435
• “Becoming a man while playing a female sport: The construction of masculine identity in boys doing rhythmic gymnastics,” by Caroline Chimot and Catherine Louveau, 436-456
• “Correlates of pride in the performance success of United States athletes competing on an international stage,” by Bryan E Denham, 457-473

• “Understanding globalization through football: The new international division of labour, migratory channels and transnational trade circuits,” by Raffaele Poli, 491-506

• “Hockey success and birth date: The relative age effect revisited,” by Joseph E Nolan and Grace Howell, 507-512

---


---

**Journal of Modern Italian Studies, Vol. 15, Issue 3 (June 2010)**
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g922594651

• “‘Making Italians’? Cycling and national identity in Italy: 1900-1950,” by Anthony Cardoza, 354-377

---


• “The American Dream Goes to College: The Cinematic Student Athletes of College Football,” by Andrew C. Miller, 1222-1241
• “1921: The Yankees, the Giants, & the Battle for Baseball Supremacy in New York by Lyle Spatz and Steve Steinberg,” by Robert W. Smith, 1314-1315

---

http://jos.sagepub.com/content/46/3.toc

• “Psychosocial Influences on Children's Identification with Sports Teams,” by Ramón Spaaij and Alastair Anderson, 299-315

---


• “Game Day and God: Football, Faith, and Politics in the American South,” by John Sayle Watterson, 227-228

• “College Football and American Culture in the Cold War Era,” by Thomas W. Zeiler, 1068-1069

http://jss.sagepub.com/content/35/1.toc

• “Rehabilitation of a Knee Injury: Tensions Between Standard Exercises and Lived Experiences,” by Nina Billenstein Schriver and Gunn Engelsrud, 22-32
• “Watching the Football Game: Broadcasting Rights for the European Digital Television Market,” by Tom Evens and Katrien Lefever, 33-49
• “Sport, Transnational Peacemaking, and Global Civil Society: Exploring the Reflective Discourses of “Sport, Development, and Peace” Project Officials,” by Richard Giulianotti, 50-71
• “Identity Crossbreeding in Soccer Fan Groups: A Social Approach. The Case of Marseille (France),” by Iouri Bernache-Assollant, Patrick Bouchet, Sarah Auvergne, and Marie-Françoise Lacassagne, 72-100
• “Soccer Nation/Corporation,” by Teresa Barnes, 101-106

http://jss.sagepub.com/content/34/4.toc

• “Sport, Race, and Bio-Politics: Encounters With Difference in “Sport for Development and Peace” Internships,” by Simon C. Darnell, 396-417
• “‘Vanilla Thrillas’: Modern Boxing and White-Ethnic Masculinity,” by Will Cooley, 418-437
• “A Comparative Analysis of Women’s Sport Advocacy Groups in Canada and the United States,” by Gina S. Comeau and Anthony G. Church, 457-474
Journal of Sport History, Vol. 37, Issue 3 (Fall 2010)

- “‘With All Deliberate Speed’: High School Sport, Race, and Brown v. Board of Education,” by David K. Wiggins, 329-346
- “Irrational Power: Jack Johnson, Prizefighting Films, and Documentary Affect,” by Travis Affect, 397-414
- “Runners, Rumors, and Reams of Representations: An Inquiry into Drug Use by Athletes in the 1920s,” by Erkki Vettenniemi, 415-430

http://journals.humankinetics.com/jps-current-issue

- “The Philosophy of Umpiring and the Introduction of Decision-Aid Technology,” by Harry Collins, 135 – 146
- “A Pluralist Conception of Play,” by Randolph Feezell, 147 – 165
- “Doping and Cheating,” by Jan Vorstenbosch, 166 – 181
- “Philosophy of Sport in the Nordic Countries,” by Gunnar Breivik, 194 – 214
- “Philosophy of Sport in Belgium and the Netherlands: History and Characteristics,” by Ivo van Hilvoorde, Jan Vorstenbosch, Ignaas Devisch, 225 – 236
- “An Overview of Sport Philosophy in Chinese-Speaking Regions (Taiwan and Mainland China),” by Li-Hong (Leo) Hsu, 237 – 252
- “Philosophical Kinanthropology (Philosophy of Physical Culture, Philosophy of Sport) in Slavonic Countries: The Culture, the Writers, and the Current Directions,” by Ivo Jirasek, Peter Hopsicker, 253 – 270
- “Philosophy of Sport in Latin America,” by Cesar R. Torres, Daniel Campos, 292 – 309
Review Essays

• “Ethics, Knowledge and Truth in Sport Research: An Epistemology of Sport (book review),” by Leon Culbertson, 310 – 314
• “Philosophical Perspectives on Gender in Sport and Physical Activity,” by Joan Grassbough Forry, 318 – 320

Medical History, Vol. 54, No. 4 (Oct. 2010)
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/histmed/publications/med_hist/volume_54

• “Specialization without the Hospital: The Case of British Sports Medicine,” by Vanessa Heggie, 457-474


• “GVSU Records Oral Histories of Female Baseball Players,” 8

Minnesota History, Vol. 62, Issue 3 (Fall 2010)

• “Bicycling in Minneapolis in the Early 20th Century,” by Ross D. Petty, 84-95
• “Up! Up! Stadium Planning and building a War Memorial,” by Matthew Lindaman, 107-116

National Identities, Vol. 12, Issue 3 (Sep. 2010)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g926644884

• “Mandela and the Televised Birth of the Rainbow Nation,” by Martha Evans, 309-326

http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/nine/toc/nin.19.1.html

• “War Games,” by Jeff Obermeyer, 1-27
• “Commissioner A. B. ‘Happy’ Chandler and the Integration of Major League Baseball,” by John Paul Hill, 28-51
• “Danny Gardella and Baseball's Reserve Clause,” by Ron Briley, 52-66
• “1970s Baseball Diplomacy between Cuba and the United States,” by Justin W.R.
Turner, 67-84

• “Ronald Reagan, Peter Ueberroth, and the 1980s,” by Steve Treder, 85-95
• “Recessional,” by Robert A. Moss, 96-103
• “The Boys of Brooklyn Never Had a Problem,” by Andrew Paul Mele, 104-107
• “For the Good of the Game, 1923,” by Steve Steinberg, 108-118
• “Under the March Sun: The Story of Spring Training,” by Douglas K. Lehman, 123-125
• “The Wizard of Waxahachie: Paul Richards and the End of Baseball as We Knew It,” by Daniel R. Levitt, 125-127
• “Yogi Berra: Eternal Yankee,” by Roberta Newman, 127-130
• “Munson: The Life and Death of a Yankee Captain,” by Steve Gietschier, 130-132
• “Iron Man McGinnity: A Baseball Biography,” by David Shiner, 141-142
• “Ray Schalk: A Baseball Biography,” by Rick Huhn, 143-145
• “Satchel: The Lift and Times of an American Legend,” by Bob Gorman, 147-149
• “Black Barons of Birmingham: The South's Greatest Negro League Team and Its Players,” by Joel Nathan Rosen, 149-150
• “No Minor Accomplishment: The Revival of New Jersey Professional Baseball,” by Kenneth R. Fenster, 154-156
• “Ted Williams: There Goes the Greatest Hitter That Ever Lived,” by Frank Ardolino, 161-164
• “The Billy Goat Curse: Losing and Superstition in Cubs Baseball Since World War II,” by Robert M. Carrothers, 190-192

http://past.oxfordjournals.org/content/209/1.toc

• “Archery Practice in Early Tudor England,” by Steven Gunn, 53-81


**Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association (2010)**

http://www.palmettohistory.org/scha/schajournal.htm

- “Origins and Development of College Football in South Carolina, 1889-1930,” by Fritz Hamer, 43-56

---

**Saskatchewan History, Vol. 62, Issue 2 (Fall 2010)**

- “Saskatchewan Roughrider Grey Cup Victory of 1966,” 3-5
- “No Ordinary Life: Remembering the Miss Roughrider and Miss Grey Cup Pageants, 1951-1991,” by Jennifer Jozic and Jillian Staniec, 8-12
- "Our Approach to Telling the Story was to Present the Team, the Club, as if it was a Life,” 29-30
- “Always the Bridesmaid... Until!” 38

---


http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g935076842

- “The bad female football player: women's football in Sweden,” by Jonny Hjelm, 143 – 158
- “Disengagement, de-motivation, vulnerable groups and sporting inclusion: a case study of the Homeless World Cup,” by Jonathan Magee, 159 – 173
- “Invasion games in war-torn nations: can football help to build peace?” by Joel Rookwood; Clive Palmer,184 – 200
- “Ethnicity, conflict and peace-building: effects of European football support in Nigeria,” by Henry Olusegun Majaro-Majesty, 201 – 211
- “Figurations, tension-balance and the flexibility of football rules,” by Jorge Ventura de Morais; Túlio Velho Barreto, 212 – 227
- “National and gender identity perceptions among female football players in Israel,” by Shenhav Perets; Moshe Levy; Yair Galily, 228 – 248
- “Stakeholder management in Greek professional football: identification and salience,” by Christos Anagnostopoulos, 249 – 264
- “Resisting the globalization, standardization and rationalization of football: my journey to Bilbao,” by Mark Groves, 265 – 278
- “A ‘third way’ for football fandom research: Anthony Giddens and Structuration Theory,” by Kevin Dixon, 279 – 298
Book Reviews

- “Arab soccer in a Jewish state: the integrative enclave, Tamir Sorek” by Priya Singh, 299 – 301
- “European football in black and white: tackling racism in football, by Christos Kassimeris,” by Subhas Ranjan Chakraborty, 301 – 303
- “Fan perspectives of football hooliganism: defining, analysing and responding to the British phenomenon, by Joel Rookwood,” by Amitava Chatterjee, 307 – 309
- “Playing for freedom: a historic sports victory, by Kausik Bandyopadhyay,” by Debashis Sarkar, 312 – 314
- “‘Styling’: Brazilian soccer, by Susan Milby,” by Jorge Ventura De Morais, 314 – 316
- “Temples of the earthbound gods: stadiums in the cultural landscapes of Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, by Christopher Thomas Gaffney,” by Julio Frydenberg, 316 – 318


http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931136449
Special Issue: Football, Sounds and Things

- “Introduction,” by Kath Woodward; David Goldblatt, 1 – 8
- “BBC Archives Caversham: an unlikely treasure,” by James Wyllie, 9 – 10
- “Tuning into football on the BBC World Service,” by James Wyllie; Kath Woodward; David Goldblatt, 11 – 20
- “Football arte,” by David Goldblatt, 21 – 22
- “Zizou Redemptor,” by John Turnbull, 23 – 24
- “West Bromwich Albion,” by Steve Woodward, 25 – 26
• “Gigi Meroni's photo. Corse Re Umberto, Turin, 1967–2009,” by John Foot, 44 – 45
• “The disharmonious honking of the vuvuzelas: homogenization and difference in the production and promotion of the 2010 Soccer World Cup in South Africa,” by Nicol Hammond, 46 – 55
• “The Bing Boys,” by Gary Armstrong, 56 – 57
• “‘You only sing when you're winning’: football factions and rock rivalries in Manchester and Liverpool,” by Simon Warner, 58 – 73
• “The badge,” by Anthony King, 74 – 75
• “Sounds out of place,” by Kath Woodward, 76
• “‘We are the rebellious voice of the terraces, we are Çars,?': constructing a football supporter group through sound,” by Meri Kytö, 77 – 93
• “Football fixtures: Highbury vs. Hackney Marshes,” by Jayne Caudwell, 94 – 95
• “Justice for the Ninety-Six: Liverpool FC fans and uncommon use of football song,” by Ben Power, 96 – 112
• “Wembley,” by Jack Woodward, 113 – 114
• “A bottle of Gzira sand,” by Matthias Marschik, 115 – 117
• “The Lost Film: Vienna 1924, the footballer as movie star,” by Roman Horak, 118 – 119
• “‘Shall we sing a song for you?’: mediation, migration and identity in football chants and fandom,” by Pieter Schoonderwoerd, 120 – 141

Social History of Medicine, Vol. 23, Issue 2 (Aug. 2010)
http://shm.oxfordjournals.org/content/23/2.toc


Social Science Quarterly, Vol. 91, Issue 3 (Sep. 2010)

• “Population Migration and Team Loyalty in Professional Sports,” by Scott Tainsky and Monika Stodolska, 801-815

http://ssh.dukejournals.org/content/vol34/issue4/index.dtl

• “Anti-Irish Job Discrimination circa 1880,” by E. Woodrow Eckard, 407-443
• “The Transparency of Democracy’: The Production of Washington’s Nationals Park as a Late Capitalist Space,” by Michael T. Friedman, 327 – 350
• “The Gaelic Athletic Association, Transnational Identities and Irish-America,” by Paul Darby, 351 – 370
• “Complicating the Relationship Between Sport and National Identity: The Case of Post-Socialist Slovenia,” by Mojca Doupona Topic, Jay Coakley, 371 – 389
• “Racial Differences in Faculty Perceptions of Collegiate Student-Athletes’ Academic and Post-Undergraduate Achievements,” by Eddie Comeaux, 390 – 412
• “Multimedia Use in a Sport Setting: Communication Technologies at Off-Track Betting Facilities,” by Holly Kruse, 413 – 427
• “The Female Signifiant in All-Women’s Amateur Roller Derby,” by Jennifer Carlson, 428 – 440

Book Reviews
• “It’s All for the Kids: Gender, Families, and Youth Sport, by Michael A. Hemphill, 441 – 443
• “Polygendered and Ponytailed: The Dilemma of Femininity and the Female Athlete,” by Sandy Wells, 444 – 446

• “Foucault in Leotards: Corporeal Discipline in Women’s Artistic Gymnastics,” by Natalie Barker-Ruchti, Richard Tinning, 229 – 250
• “Islam, Hijab and Young Shia Muslim Canadian Women’s Discursive Constructions of Physical Activity,” by Nisara Jiwani, Geneviève Rail, 251 – 267
• “Uncivil Attention and the Public Runner,” by Debra Gimlin, 268 – 284
• “Theorizing Paula Radcliffe: Representing a Nation,” by Theresa Walton, 285 – 300
• “‘Their Bottoms Are the Wrong Shape’ Female Jockeys and the Theory of Established Outsider Relations,” by Philippa Velija, Leah Flynn, 301 – 315

Book Review
• “The Sure Thing: The Making and Unmaking of Golf Phenom Michelle Wie,” by Spencer Foster, 316 – 318
Articles

“Understanding teachers: the potential and possibility of discourse analysis,” by Dean M. Barker; Anthony Rossi, 139 – 158

“Investigating learning in physical education—a transactional approach,” by Mikael Quennerstedt; Johan Öhman; Marie Öhman, 159 – 177

“Complexity theory: supporting curriculum and pedagogy developments in Scottish physical education,” by Mike Jess; Matthew Atencio; Malcolm Thorburn, 179 – 199

“‘Are PE teacher identities fit for postmodern schools or are they clinging to modernist notions of professionalism?’ A case study of Norwegian PE teacher students’ emerging professional identities,” by Fiona Dowling, 201 – 222

“Multiple voices: improving participation of Muslim girls in physical education and school sport,” by Symeon Dagkas; Tansin Benn; Haifaa Jawad, 223 – 239

“The conventions of sport clubs: enabling and constraining the implementation of social goods through sport,” by Eivind Åsrum Skille, 241 – 253

Book reviews

“Sport, technology and the body: the nature of performance,” by lisahunter, 255 – 257

“Fathering through sport and leisure,” by Murray Drummond, 257 – 259

“The Montreal Olympics: an insider's view of organising a self-financing games,” by Ian Culpan, 259 – 262

Articles

“Boys' bodies and the constitution of adolescent masculinities,” by Mona-Iren Hauge; Hanne Haavind, 1 – 16

“Embodied faith: Islam, religious freedom and educational practices in physical education,” by Tansin Benn; Symeon Dagkas; Haifaa Jawad, 17 – 34

“‘Body work—regulation of a swimmer body’: an autoethnography from an Australian elite swimmer,” by Jenny McMahon; Maree DinanThompson, 35 – 50

“Not just ‘a book on the wall’: pedagogical work, museums and representing the sporting past,” by Murray G. Phillips; Richard Tinning, 51 – 65

“Using discursive strategies, playing policy games and shaping the future of physical education,” by Karen Swabey; Dawn Penney, 67 – 87

“African-American children's representation of personal and social responsibility,” by Claire M. Mowling; Sheri J. Brock; Peter A. Hastie, 89 – 109

“Duct tape, icy hot & paddles: narratives of initiation onto US male sport teams,”
Jennifer J. Waldron; Quinten Lynn; Vikki Krane, 111 – 125

Book reviews
• “Muslim women and sport,” by Joan Marian Fry, 127 – 129
• “Exercise and eating disorders: an ethical and legal analysis,” by Rachel F. Allwood, 129 – 132
• “A social history of English rugby union,” by Mark Falcous, 132 – 134

http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g924321682

Articles
• “Future Girls, transcendent femininities and new pedagogies: toward girls' hybrid bodies?” by Laura Azzarito, 261 – 275
• “Integrating a personal and social responsibility program into a Wellness course for urban high school students: assessing implementation and educational outcomes,” by Paul M. Wright; Weidong Li; Sheng Ding; Molly Pickering, 277 – 298
• “‘Studentship’ and ‘impression management’ in an advanced soccer coach education award,” by Gavin Chesterfield; Paul Potrac; Robyn Jones, 299 – 314
• “Workplace learning of high performance sports coaches,” by Steven B. Rynne; Clifford J. Mallett; Richard Tinning, 315 – 330
• “Physical activity in the lives of Hong Kong Chinese children,” by Amy S. Ha; Doune Macdonald; Bonnie O. H. Pang, 331 – 346
• “Development of preservice teachers' value orientations during a secondary methods course and early field experience,” by Seidu Sofo; Matthew D. Curtner-Smith, 347 – 365
• “Body learning: examining the processes of skill learning in dance,” by Richard Bailey; Angela Pickard, 367 – 382

Book Reviews
• “Physical education futures,” by Dean Barker, 383 – 385
• “Pedagogy and human movement. Theory, practice, research,” by Øyvind F. Standal, 386 – 388
• “Sport studies,” by Casey Mainsbridge; Karen Swabey; Dean Cooley, 388 – 390

Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, Vol. 5, Issue 1 (Feb. 2011)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g933836682

Editorial
• “On Wasting Time,” by Mike McNamee, 1–3
Articles

• “Making A Comeback,” by Jeffrey P. Fry, 4–20
• “One Play Cannot be Known to Win or Lose a Game: a Fallibilist Account of Game,” by Tamba Nlandu, 21–33
• “Jean-Paul Sartre And Team Dynamics In Collective Sport,” by Jean Francis Gréhaigne, 34–45
• “The Possibilities and Consequences of Understanding Play as Dialogue,” by Ana Cristina Zimmermann, John Morgan, 46–62
• “Fairness And Performance-Enhancing Swimsuits at the 2009 Swimming World Championships: The ‘Asterisk’ Championships,” by Brad Partridge, 63–74
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